
“ Start a new fire, another story (Crows Around the Cook Stove) 
and listen to music in Hope McLeod’s poems in her premiere 
chapbook, The Place We Begin.  Let the poems tug at your 
dream-sleeves (One-Eyed Dreamer). Hold the songs in your 
hand (Love Cry) …a gush of tiny stars (Hummingbird Moths)  
and cross over the dark waters between worlds (Sunning on 
Rocks).  Don’t let this moon get away.”

—Bruce Dethlefsen—Bruce Dethlefsen
Wisconsin Poet Laureate (2011–2012)Wisconsin Poet Laureate (2011–2012)

“ From small green worms to chance meetings with bears, from 
crows to zucchinis, from realities to whimsies, Hope writes all 
sorts of things ‘back into the world.’ With her finely tuned ear 
for rhythm, she offers us careful studies of the ordinary and 
zoom-lens glimpses into love’s intimate corners. It’s been my 
pleasure to work with Hope and her poems. Pull up a cozy 
living room and a wood fire, the place to begin is here.”

—Jeanie —Jeanie Tomasko, Poetomasko, Poet
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One Day I Will Become My Garden

It’s all over in thirty seconds 
a thousand leaves falling
each parched body crackling 
as the wind winnows through the trees.

One day I will become my garden
like the leaves will become the forest floor.
Take me to the compost
to a pile of zinnias and turnip greens.

Turn me over and remove my imperfections.
Dissolve the “I” in me I once looked through
and pour this much purer liquid back into the earth
where I can be useful again.

One day I will turn sunlight 
into hot pinks and cobalt blues—
a grande dame of petunias and bellflowers
a thousand petals falling again and again.
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Two Chairs in the Woods

On a deer path
not too far from the trail
two folding lawn chairs 
padlocked together to a poplar tree
the larger one enfolding the smaller one 
protecting it from the elements.
Though splotched and pocked with age
they still hold life in their tattered weave.
Love can do that.
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Keeping Time

Like the gold watch
dangling from your skinny wrist
your thoughts no longer fit.
By your bed you reach for the things you need
but cannot take in anymore.
Last night you dreamt you died and went to heaven
but they wouldn’t let you in.
Poor woman
once the belle of the ball
now barely able to hold a cup.
The nurses turn your frail body each hour
like something being cooked slowly.
It’s difficult for you 
raised in the Depression
to let go of life
every pair of shoes you’ve ever owned
still tucked away in boxes.
Yet when I hold your 89-pound body you ask, 
“Has my head shrunk?”
I suppose it has, as each memory
gets carefully thought through then discarded.
I adjust your wig
crumpled like a raccoon pelt
beneath the weight of your thoughts.
 “Don’t forget to wind the clocks,” you murmur
bobbing your head back and forth.
I agree to do it
though the grandfather clock of your youth
has long since been converted to electricity.
I’ve been told
that the old who live in their bodies
are bent under the strain
while the old who live in their hearts are aglow.
So, sweet Mother, draw yourself now
into that place you’ve kept time for 72 years.
Let the hours of your day, the metal of your life soften 
and slide off your wrist onto mine.
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For Myra,

Who looks for loons, 
cocoons and Sand Hill Cranes
wherever she can find them 
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The Moon Got Away

I caught the moon
and put her in my notebook
but she wouldn’t stay there.
Stuffed her in my knapsack
with an old sweater to keep her warm
but she slipped away.
Still, some nights I reach for her 
in the milky way 
in the white heat of the moment,
the flare of something distant 
once held close.
I’m sorry,
I brought the moon down tonight for you 
but she got away.
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What I Can Give You

In winter, a coal-black fog
creeps in off the frozen lake
steals you away from me.
A man I don’t know sits at the breakfast table
saying nothing
drawing circles on a plate. 
I wish I could shine a blinding light 
onto that black mass
send it squealing back to its snow-cave.
I don’t have such skills
but I can cook a spicy, Thai pumpkin soup
that dances in the air 
like belly dancers 
who jiggle and flip their hips
in ways that make you drop your fork
and pick up a spoon
in ways that when you close your eyes
you remember the warmth of summer
the pumpkin that grew in our garden
now bursting in your mouth
twisting its memory around the muscle of your tongue.
If we truly are our thoughts
then why not pretend for a moment
that summer lives in our basement
in potato bins, deep freezers, and jars? 
And if that doesn’t work, close your eyes
and I will drop something into your cave-mouth 
that will surely dispel the darkness—
a hand-picked, hand-dipped, chocolate-covered blueberry. 
And if that doesn’t make you smile
I don’t know what will.
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The Poetry Table

Compressed into a wafer
a flattened moon with no stars
you live in the basement of the public library
in the dark.
Tonight the poetry group turned on the light
scratched out poems
on the surface of your pond
ate soup and chattered like chickadees
like the old days
when you were branchier,
had pockets full of squirrels.
One writer stopped to admire your stripes
ran her fingertips along your spine
read your hieroglyphs.
She wrote you back into the world.
How rare it is that someone
sees you for who you are 
reaches in beyond the varnish 
and touches you to the core. 
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Waiting for Something to Happen

Today I put on my poet slippers 
and pad around the house
peering from frosted window to frosted window
hoping to find other life forms more interesting than myself.

To the east
two wide strips of cherry-peach sunrise
ribbon across the new day sky.
Heat rises on all fours over the wall of winter.

To the north 
under humus quilts, I can’t see them
but know they’re there, small, furry bodies nuzzling
too blind and groggy to complain about the weather.

To the west
a slow-moving train of deer
with starving hobos on board
roam from camp to camp in their boney jackets.

To the south
on this February day 
maybe someone will crawl out of its cave
and roar with unrestrained muscularity.

I press my face against the glass 
waiting for something to happen
waiting for something more interesting 
than my own white breath.

But the morning just puffs along. 
Not even the mouse 
who’s made a home in my kitchen 
rises to greet me with paws extended. 
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The Place We Begin

When you reach the end
it’s just the beginning.
Tie a knot to it
so the beads don’t fall off.
Turn your empty glass over
and wait 
for sorrow to come and go.
It’s O.K. to feel sorry for yourself
for a few minutes
then close the lid to your mother’s coffin
and go change the baby’s diapers.

This is the place we begin.
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One-Eyed Dreamer

One eye opens a crack to the sun
while the other one sleeps.

Thrushes and robins fly in
singing anthems to worms

threads of morning tug at my dream-sleeves
throw balls of yarn into the yard

yarn for nests
yarn for poems
yarn for the one-eyed dreamer.
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What a Miracle

By the time my poem reaches you
I will have laughed, cried, stomped my feet
or flung an orange across the room.
You will tell me,
“What a lovely poem,”
and I will say,
“What a miracle.”
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Tryst with a Bear

Perhaps mistaken for another bear
in my bulbous hat and brown shirt
we meet on the trail to the lighthouse
me in my REI head net
he in a field of buttercups
his languid eyes
raising and lowering the curtain of his thoughts.
His cavernous nostrils lift 
and inhale everything 
including the rose-scented hand cream
I shouldn’t have worn 
on such a remote and people-less island.
A stirring of paws and limbs
he moves towards me.
I turn away 
slip into a cape of shadows 
and head back to my cabin, slowly.

Next morning down at the lake 
a little dance in the sand
a polka of paws
at the foot of my log 
where I sit each day. 
An invitation?
But for what?
I half-imagine
back at the cabin
a decorated table with two lit candles
a vase of wildflowers
a blue plate with eggs Hollandaise upon it
and a note
tucked behind a glass of fresh-squeezed orange juice,
“A little something to give you strength for your writing day. 
Meet me in the buttercups at sundown.”
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Eat This Poem 

Eat this poem
like the Ancient Egyptians did
one sacred scroll a day
soaked in a crock of wine
and chewed mindfully
until all symptoms disappear.

Allow these letters 
to curl around your broken heart 
its “Cs” and “Gs” 
lock stitch your opposing sides together
the “Os” and “Qs” 
gather your disparate thoughts 
and unpleasant memories 
into a unified whole—
a satchel you can fling over your shoulders
and open only when you need to.

Not that I am wise
nor would I say this to just anyone
but I like you
and you look pale as papyrus today.
So eat this poem
and let me know what happens.
If you feel any better 
call me in the morning
and I will eat my words too.
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Apple Winds

Apple winds are blowing.
Summer tumbles to the ground
still juicy and warm in my hand

still wiggling my toes in the sand
though geese move through clouds 
through my tears, 
for what, I don’t know.

It happens this time of year
sweet cider from the old mill
reflections on the lake 
like tea leaves in a cup.

No sign of what to do

apples on the porch
waiting to be made into pies. 
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Zucchini

Zucchini, 
the rabbit of the vegetable kingdom
doesn’t wait for anyone.
She’s the first to pop up 
and the last to leave
an extrovert 
who wears gaudy orange and yellow jewelry
in her spiked green hair
Zuke sprawls out shamelessly
all over the bed
wants the best of everything
the brightest light 
the loamiest soil 
the most water
and won’t forgive easily when denied what’s hers.
She yellows 
she shrivels 
she sticks her tongue out at you with rotten fruit.
But when satisfied
Zucchini’s generosity
could feed the world.
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The Doctor Says

At one-and–a-half
my brother fell out of a window 
two stories high
tumbled through the air
passed by my parents and their two friends 
playing bridge on the first floor.
“There goes David,” said Dr. Chess 
glancing up from his cards
and back again.
Realizing what happened 
they folded and bolted outside.
This man who brought my brother into the world
lifted David up from the bush where he landed
like baby Moses from the bull rushes
and checked for wounds.
Unscathed, he handed him to my mother and said,
“One day he’s going to be a pilot,” 
and he was.
But he died a mysterious death one night
a seizure shot him down mid-flight.
After the funeral I asked Dr. Chess, 
“Do you think it could have been the fall?”
“No, not at all. Your brother was tough, 
survived the forceps I used 
to pull him from your mother’s womb.
Sure, he was bloody and bruised 
his head misshapen
but it popped right back out again.”
Out of the blue sky
into the bush of my hand
he told me these things 
as if they didn’t matter
as if we were just playing cards 
and an elephant flew by—
no cause, no effect
things falling from the sky
for no reason. 
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Blue Lake Bean Seeds

My dog would have died for green beans
especially the foot long 
no-human-could-possibly-digest variety.
I’d hurl those green elf-shoes over the garden gate 
and she’d devour them by the dozens. 
It’s only fitting she become a bean bush herself.
I placed her ashes in the soil 
with a sprinkling of Blue Lake Bean seeds
and months later marvel 
at how her green ears perk up 
when I speak of my day
how her many tails wag 
as I pour water over her dry bones.
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poems since she was ten, this is her first chapbook. 
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